What is causing the mysterious trumpet sounds heard all around the world? 7 trumpets of God? NO!! They are supposed to be the trumpet sounds of God, but they are fake and manmade. They are trying to perfect the sound in order to fake the rapture.

1 Thess. 4:16 – For the Lord Himself shall descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of the archangel, and with the trump of God: and the dead in Christ shall rise first:

1 Cor. 15:52-53 – In a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump: for the trumpet shall sound, and the dead shall be raised incorruptible, and we shall be changed. For this corruptible must put on incorruption, and this mortal must put on immortality.

Rev. 4:1 – After this I looked, and behold, a door was opened in heaven: and the first voice which I heard was as it were of a trumpet talking with me; which said, Come up hither, and I will shew thee things which must be hereafter.

They study the Bible so that they can try to deceive us. They know the trumpet will be blown at the rapture.
They are putting on concerts with 3D hologram people and the crowd is cheering and taking pictures just as if the real person was there.

Some concerts are mixing the holograms with real people and when the hologram is finished singing it just disintegrates down to the floor, kind of looking like turning into blocks of sand and dropping into a pile and disappearing.
I remember watching Celine Dion sing alongside of Elvis on American Idol back in 2007. I was amazed, it was the first time I had seen a hologram like that.

Fergie, of The Blackeyed Peas, Eminem, and Madonna are some of the stars who have performed as holograms.
They made a floating city or city skyline appear after a heavy down pour in East China at dusk. October 2015.

Two separate villages in China reported seeing this floating city. Chinese TV reported on this in October of 2015. Weather experts just explained it away as a “Fata Morgana” – an illusion occurring under the right conditions. Fata Morgana can be seen on land or sea and involves the optical distortion and inversion of distant objects such as boats, which can appear as skyscrapers because the images become stacked, when rays of light bend as they pass through air of different temperatures such as in a heat haze.

First thousands reportedly saw a ghostly alien city floating over Foshan in the Guangdong province of China.

A few days later people in the province of Jiangxi, China, also reported seeing a similar cloud city.

Weather experts have explained the phenomena as natural mirage, an optical illusion called Fata Morgana.
Hundreds of African villagers claimed to have seen a floating interdimensional city-like UFO.

The incredible event took place in a local border village called Dulali, in Lanzai South Ward, Darazo, Local Government of Bauchi State, Nigeria.

According to reports, Saidu Meshai Dulali, a village tea brewer, had “just finished his morning prayer at the local Mosque and was stoking up the stove for his day’s work.”

When suddenly, Saidu became aware of a pervading extremely bright light enveloping the atmosphere, followed by a sudden realisation that the heavens were falling on the village. As he looked up at the encroaching sky, he saw the most fascinating view of his forty years existence on planet earth. According to Saidu:

“There appeared a wide, large mass of something that looked like a cloud from nowhere and it was flying slowly over the village just at the height of an average tree.

“The cloud was transparent and I saw beautiful tall buildings inside it.
It was like a flying city. And from it I could hear the sound of machines making noise just as you would hear at Ashaka cement factory.”

To be fair if Saidu had of been the only witness of this brilliant yet strange experience, it pretty much would have been impossible to take his personal testimony as fact. But it was then discovered after his statement that the ‘flying city’ was witnessed by almost all of the villagers in the local area at the time, in fact hundreds of them, the Chief Imam of the sole village Mosque inclusive. Children and adults all saw and corroborated the EXACT same story!!!

********************************************************************************

Russia’s rocket test seeing a strange spiral in sky was project blue beam.

In Japan they showed a sea creature coming out of the water.
They also showed beautiful colors on the outside of buildings.

They showed also how the planes going into the twin towers were holograms that looked like optical illusions when you slowed the footage way down. Did we really see those planes crash into the twin towers? Did you know those planes are still in operation today? I did a message on 911 which was a false flag.
I happened to see this prophet that claims God is working with him just like He worked with Moses and even greater. Supposedly whole hospitals were being healed and emptied out, jewels were falling from the sky. Let’s ask a simple question, does God showboat? He moves with purpose. He’s not just trying to impress people. I recently watched a video of two people claiming to have received all sorts of jewels from heaven. I want to share some of what they said. A staircase came down into their bedroom with red carpet on it. Red flag. Red carpet is fleshly, what we are used to seeing with our stars and actors at their awards ceremonies. Then Jesus came down this staircase and gave them a stone. WHAT??? What was the point? No word, no mission, no healing, just came to give a stone? Wow. Then the guy started sharing how one time an angel came to him with beautiful blue eyes and he saw a stone on his chest that was so beautiful. The angel asked him, you like that? You want it? The man said yes and the angel said take it. The man took it and then another one appeared and took its place. Again, no message from the Lord? When angels came in the Bible they had a message or purpose to be spoken from God. At the end of this video the man began to speak about SOAKING PRAYER. I covered this in the series on “Evil spirit or Holy Spirit.” This soaking prayer is not of God, it is satanic.
Here is some more trickery in the sky that people are falling for.

**Matt.24:30** – And then shall appear the SIGN OF THE SON OF MAN in heaven: and then shall all the tribes of the earth mourn, and they shall see the Son of Man coming in the clouds of heaven with power and great glory. **This is 2nd coming by the way.**
Supposed to be Jesus in the clouds.

Saran Pol Fireball lights up sky in Thailand
A rare fire rainbow appeared above an island in South Carolina. September 18, 2015.

Chemtrails are used for holograms.

Over Norway in 2009
Ukraine light show on the Kharkov Building of the regional administration.

TAKE A LOOK AT THIS SHORT CLIP OF LIGHT SHOW TECHNOLOGY SHOWN ON A HOUSEFRONT IN ITALY:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qrMvU9DXHMY
Hologram of the 3rd temple hovering above the Dome of the Rock.

**Rev. 11:1-2** – And there was given me a reed like unto a rod: and the angel stood, saying, Rise, and measure the temple of God, and the altar, and them that worship
therein. But the court which is without the temple leave out, and measure it not; for it is given unto the Gentiles: and the holy city shall they tread under foot forty and two months.

Back in the 1990’s at Las Alamos Labs they were working on voice recording duplication. They only need 10 minutes worth of someone’s voice recorded to duplicate it.

**Holigraphic Projector - Gulf War Hologram:**

They had the idea back in the 90’s and were planning how to do it in 1994, revealed in a classified Airforce document. They could not figure out what allah looked like so they scrapped using it at that time. They wanted to have allah persuade the people to turn against Sadam Husein causing a revolt and making their war a piece of cake.

The U.S. military holds a patent on “radio frequency hearing effect.” With this technology they are able to beam “God’s voice” into people’s heads.

satan wants to go first, he is always copy catting or twisting what God does.

Technology is far advanced beyond what they reveal to us.

**Dan.12:4** – But thou, O Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book, even to the time of the end: many shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall be increased.
3D animal show at the mall. You stay in the circle and it appears that these animals are walking up to you and passing right by you.

Bill Brockbader invented the world’s largest 3D hologram that is in the NY science museum.

I have included in the links section of this message a video by a guy named Bob – he’s funny. He said, maybe Pastors or certain people disappear. He said they may hide or kidnap Christians. This is so that people will be faked out and think they have been left behind. Possibly they will question God and their faith and believe they have been left to go to hell.

My thoughts: They could use cloned people to fake everybody out.

**STEWART SWERDLOW VIDEO:**

The elite are planning a staged alien invasion to unite us so we all fight together against it. NASA is just a cover for the real space projects of Russia and the U.S. ISIS is an intelligence operation to create new crusades in order to establish New World Religion. **We know the Vatican helped in the manipulation of muhammed to use him and his religion for their purposes. Now the U.S. also uses Isis for their terrorist plans.**
Antarctica (Queen Maude Area) is where the real 4\textsuperscript{th} reich is in league with beings in the Kuiper Belt. They want to remove the Illuminati. **I don’t believe this for a minute, but what I wanted to bring out here was the fact that it is guarded by a treaty. They are hiding or protecting something there.**

Unknown Ancient History Of Antarctica & It’s Lost Civilization - Secrets Beneath The Ice / There is a lot of mystery surrounding this place.

He said there are tunnels to “New Berlin” in Antarctica from South America and South Africa. He said there are some “whites” in South Africa that say that the Germans will come up through a hole in the Kalahari Desert and save them. He talked of the many different kinds of alien races / demons. There are “humanoid” ones and they look kind of human. He said there are alien beings on this planet that look just like you and you would not even know it. In 1997 117 alien species /demons were classified.
Remember “Valiant Thor” who was an alien working at the Pentagon as per Phil Schneider. This was as far back as the 50’s during Eisenhower’s administration.

We are considered dangerous and that is why they (aliens/demons) want to annihilate us. **No, they want to annihilate us because we are God’s creation. The are damned and they want to kill us so that they can take as many of us to hell with them as they can.**

**Luke 10:17-20** – And the seventy returned again with joy, saying; Lord, even the devils are subject unto us through Your name. And He (Jesus) said unto them, I beheld satan as lightning fall from heaven. Behold, I give unto you power to tread on serpents and scorpions, and over all the power of the enemy: and nothing shall by any means hurt you. Notwithstanding in this rejoice not, that the spirits are subject unto you; but rather rejoice, because your names are written in heaven.**

He mentioned that Atlantis and Hyperborea coexisted with Lemuria – these are mystic and ancient races and places.

In this universe and beyond the earth is the “Iraq” or “Syria.” They (aliens/demons) want us liberated, they want a new galactic empire with earth as its capital. **That is a bunch of bologna.**

We know the Illuminati want to depopulate, he says that is not true. He says they want to keep their slaves and relocate us to new colonies elsewhere to expand the project. He says Mars had oceans and its own atmosphere. The sun is not hot, it is our atmosphere that heats us up.
Stewart said blue beam is old technology and it was first tested in 1962 when they projected “Mary” over Havana harbor. Faber Kaiser would later suggest that it was a U.S. Navy submarine that projected an advanced holographic image as part of psychological warfare operations against the Cuban government. Hard though it may be to believe in both the sophistication of such techniques and the fact that their use would ever be authorized, the fact remains that it would not be the only one — albeit it was the most spectacular — ever employed against that island’s socialist regime. This was to overthrow communist regime.**This is just like what they wanted to do in the Gulf War to sway the war to their side by projecting allah.**

**This life is all about the spirit world. The Bible says: Matt.12:30 – He that is not with Me is against Me; and he that gathereth not with Me scattereth abroad. You are either walking with God or against Him. The government sure does use spiritual things to manipulate situations. They claim not to be about religion but they are all wrapped up in it, using it for their gain.**

After the fake invasion, then will come the real one. The real invasion will remove the political system of this planet.

Stephen Hawking said, “We should be careful about aliens because they are not nice and they could eat us as food.”

Blue Beam can create religious figures in the sky that can speak to you in your mind using mind transfer technology. They can take on your voice or take on a religious figure or political figure’s voice etc.

Many of the alien beings have no verbal language only mind transfer.
When they interrogated them at area 51, they answered them in their mind with their own voice. By law an alien is a physical being who is not from this planet, but from this universe. Extra terrestrials may not be from this universe (physical or non physical). There is a U.S. law that states it is illegal for us to have contact with extra terrestrials. It is also illegal to have unsupervised contact with dolphins. Dolphins are highly intelligent and communicate much like we do. **What are they afraid of here?** Alien contact can be monitored, so it is ok.

He said an EMP is just a scare tactic, that if they had the capability to do this they would have done it already.

CERN’s purpose is to create a collapse of alternate universes into this one. He stated that the Vatican has an office in CERN. There are tunnels to France and Italy under the lake at CERN and no one is allowed to go in those tunnels. CERN is bringing in beings that are not so nice.

He mentioned the Fermilab sister collider, in Illinois, outside Chicago O’hare airport is seeing “phantom jets.”

They are going to be opening a 3rd collider in Japan.
Assange & Manning worked together on wikileaks / Snowden – leaked government spying and shadow government and aliens running things. He said they are saboteurs of the Illuminati. That they had Kuiper belt programming.

He said they have equipment to tune into frequencies and you are there. (like instantly) You can also do this with your mind – that is new age astral projection – witchcraft.

Jesus walked through the wall in the upper room after He had risen. He disappeared from sight on the two that walked with Him down the Emmaus Road. He was in His glorified body.

He says the “wolf frequency” and the “bear frequency” help you reach energy frequencies in your mind. If you think you are talking to an animal, it is a program in the matrix. He said to “prepare” by clearing your head, do your mental work, deprogram, learn your frequencies. He stated that the ELF (extra low frequencies) and microwave bombardments will not affect you if you put yourself into a violet tetrahedon inside a violet octahedron and whoever put you in there will be protected.

The climate is changing, but it is not global warming. He stated an ice age is coming and it has been confirmed by U.S. naval scientists. The Illuminati are trying to create a civil war in the U.S., a race war. They want to use this to break up the United States. They like to pit both sides against each other to achieve their goals. Racial war/religious war = divide and conquer.

They have been bringing back extinct creatures.

********************************************

How are they creating all of these bizarre special effects in the sky and manipulating our weather? They use chemtrails along with
HAARP – these stations are set up all over the world. There is not just one in Alaska, they are all over. THE HAARP SITES ARE LOCATED GLOBALLY WHERE THE RICHEST MINERAL BELTS ARE LOCATED. SUBSURFACE MINERAL EXPLORATION HAS BEEN DONE FROM SATELLITES BY RADIOTOMOGRAPHY THAT IS 100% ACCURATE.
CLOSING:

They are playing God. satan has always desired to do this, to be God. He does not have the power to just speak, so he has to manipulate through technology and other means. He wants to control the weather, us and laugh in God’s face.

**Job38:22-31** – Read – all about God controlling the weather

**Psalm 135:7** – He causeth the vapours to ascend from the ends of the earth; He maketh lightnings for the rain; He bringeth the wind out of His treasuries.

**Isaiah 14:16** – They that see you shall narrowly look upon thee, and consider thee, saying, Is this the man that made the earth to tremble, that did shake kingdoms;

PRAYER:

Project Blue Beam – By: Serge Monast

[http://educate-yourself.org/cn/projectbluebeam25jul05.shtml](http://educate-yourself.org/cn/projectbluebeam25jul05.shtml)

5.6 Airborne Holograph Projector


Project Blue Beam and the Fake Rapture

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0MbcaBmRnpE&list=PLnZ974mrg_PGcQ3wsYrtCgK5y6LI2A4IB&index=2](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0MbcaBmRnpE&list=PLnZ974mrg_PGcQ3wsYrtCgK5y6LI2A4IB&index=2)

Project Blue Beam Mind Control - 3D hologram people in concerts being cheered

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ODJlaPU5_6Q&index=1&list=PLnZ974mrg_PGcQ3wsYrtCgK5y6LI2A4IB](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ODJlaPU5_6Q&index=1&list=PLnZ974mrg_PGcQ3wsYrtCgK5y6LI2A4IB)

Madisonville, TX – image of Jesus in sky (supposedly)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26yIQNVS18A

Floating City above skies of China

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p2hlqOipB_c

Floating City above skies in Africa

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yeNI-kF7pSU

Holograms of Fergie, Celine & Elvis, light show on building etc.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ODJlaPU5_6Q&list=PLnZ974mrg_PGcQ3wsYrtCgK5y6Li2A4IB

Fire rainbow in sky – South Carolina

https://whatshotn.wordpress.com/tag/cloud/

Holographic cities seen over China

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dI6O_y_NKHE

Norway spiral – info. on Project Blue Beam

http://www.abbaswatchman.com/NEWS%20PROJECT%20BLUE%20BEAM.html

Ukraine Light Show

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s3fjjCq7S3Q&index=3&list=PLnZ974mrg_PGcQ3wsYrtCgK5y6Li2A4IB

Washington Post Document – plans to use Holographic projector during Gulf War


Floating City & Washington Post document about Holographic Projector – also voice recording
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eoUMZOMavB8&index=4&list=PLnZ974mrg_PGcQ3wsYrtCgK5y6LI2A4lB

Fake Alien Invasion / Radio Frequency Hearing effect patent

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7NdC4a4tDD4

False Blue Beam Rapture – DO NOT GO OUT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LEX1X_j6370&index=5&list=PLnZ974mrg_PGCQ3wsYrtCgK5y6LI2A4lB

False Rapture Dream, BOB– cloned people / certain people like pastors may disappear

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8CyQQjNXmPA

Stewart Swerdlow – Blue Beam

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tpO9EghLn4g

The Vatican and the alien agenda with Project Blue Beam

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4XiH5wVSh4

3D Dragon on house front in Italy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qrMvU9DXHMY

Virgin Mary projected over Cuba

http://www.fatemag.com/holograms-and-high-strangeness/

HAARP LOCATIONS

http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/possible-haarp-locations-around-the-world/